
People Safety at
your Fingertips
Confident business operations — from 
anywhere in the world



Pinkerton WARNE is Refined People
Safety Intelligence & Management

In an ever-changing threat landscape, organizations turn to cutting-edge technology to ensure their 
employees’ safety as they work from home or travel the world. WARNE is the comprehensive people 

safety and security solution you need. Created specifically to keep your employees safe, and your 
company thriving with its sophisticated and lightning-fast emergency response systems.

Consistently evaluate your next steps through our comprehensive app-based, people safety, location 
security, and crisis management program operating in real-time.

Dive into Our Features

Check-In Button
Employees can report position manually or according 
to company policy upon arrival in a new country.

Travel Booking Integration
Allows Pinkerton clients in-app to receive pre-trip 
alerts of upcoming events, current events, and critical 
situations. Access flights, car rentals, and hotel 
bookings information. Get updates about modified 
travel plans, delays, gate changes, and more.

Alert Feed
Browse up-to-date, tailored reports on current and local 
issues. Get consistent information and understand 
trends in real-time.

Our client-centered approach allows managers and employees to receive updates regarding current events on-
site or in future destinations. Our features include:

Useful Information
Receive security and medical information as well as 
practical travel information about language, culture, 
climate, visa requirements, currency, and more.

Translation
Immediately translate WARNE’s information into 42 
languages.

Incident Management
Easily visualize your facilities, employees, and 
incidents all in one operating picture. Create specific 
communication groups, broadcast decisive information, 
identify missing or OK employees, coordinate 
escalations, and emergency response plans all from 
your GSOC or as an outsourced service through our 
24/7 GSOC.

Exclusive COVID-19 Features
Stay in the know with WARNE’s dynamic Global Restrictions Map and pinpoint COVID-19
restrictions applying in different locations. Use our extensive Quarantine Map to identify
quarantined areas and dive into our Infection Intensity Map to plan future travels strategically
by recognizing potential risks and obstacles.

Plus, with WARNE’s Employee Exposure Tracking, you can see your organization’s possible 
exposure to all reported COVID-19 cases in 5,000 regions, worldwide. Make strategic decisions 
and keep your staff safe through unprecedented times now and in the future.



Dynamic App Alerts

High/Red
Immediate and serious
threats to safety/health.

Never miss a thing. WARNE’s alert page delivers data regarding employees’ current locations and includes local 
news updates from multiple sources. View these in three priority levels:

Medium/Orange
Incidents or threats that have recently 
occurred or are currently happening.

Low/Green
Useful information such as public 
transport disturbances or previous 

security warning updates.

Personalized Pinkerton Vigilance Alerts

24/7 Near Real-Time
The Pinkerton Vigilance Network serves tailored 
alerting to users depending on needs, locations, 
and itinerary.

In addition to WARNE’s global alerts, users may receive Pinkerton Vigilance Alerts through the app, including:

Points of Interest
Depending on where you or an employee is located, 
receive intelligent alerts on a focalized level like 
neighborhoods, cities, or states.

Global Monitoring & Response
Not only can you access dynamic mapping, world-wide granular analysis, and receive comprehensive incident 
data, WARNE also gives clients immediate access to Pinkerton’s Global Security Operations Center — with a 
press of a button.

● Place a call to the GSOC
● Automatically notify managers within Pinkerton or its clients regarding an emergency call
● Send caller details, including position, and enable quick and customized responses

Your employees are connected through WARNE’s renowned situational awareness system. Easily create specific 
communication groups, broadcast decisive information, identify missing or OK employees, coordinate needed 
escalations, and emergency response plans all from your GSOC or as an outsourced service through our
24/7 GSOC.

Pinkerton WARNE’s Refined
Employee Risk Solution

When it comes to your company, take no false steps. With our modern-data technology, you can 
make informed decisions and operate with confidence from anywhere in the world.


